
 

“Putting Wi-Fi in schools; allowing cordless phones that radiate constantly to be manufactured; placing 

wireless baby monitors near an infant; using a wireless tablet, smart phone or computer while pregnant; 

holding a cell phone next to the head and keeping a cell phone in a bra or hip pocket or under a pillow; 

placing cell phone antennas near homes, schools and on hospitals; metering electricity, water and gas with 

wireless smart meters and designing smart appliances for the home will be viewed by future generations 

as dumb technology generated by greed for a population that is largely ignorant of the consequences.  We 

need to protect the health and wellbeing of future generations, because without them there is no future!  If 

we don't do it . . . who will?”  Dr Magda Havas, PhD, Environmental and Resource Studies, Centre for Health Studies, Trent 

University, Canada. www.emfscientist.org 

Did you know?  

Wi-Fi, one antenna from a smart meter, cordless phones and wireless baby monitors operate  

at the same frequency as microwave ovens - 2.45 GHz 

 

What microwave radiation does in most simplistic terms is similar to what happens to food in 

microwaves, essentially cooking the brain - Neurosurgeon Keith Black, MD microwavenews.com, "IARC:  

Cell Phone Radiation Is a Possible Human Carcinogen", 3 June 2011, updated 25 November 2015, 

http://tinyurl.com/7jcs4wx 

On the use of wireless baby monitors - What parents in their right mind would knowingly expose their 

infant to constant microwave radiation?  
Dr Magda Havas, PhD, Environmental and Resource Studies, Centre for Health Studies, Trent University, Canada 

Havas, M, Safe Baby Monitors, 24 November 2015 http://magdahavas.com/safe_baby_monitors/ 

Professor Konstantin Meyl, hailed as a modern-day Nikola Tesla, notes that 2.45 GHz is an important 

biological frequency window that Nature uses in cell communication.  Meyl comments:  Only a half-knowing 

company would allow the sale of devices that produce sparks in Nature in the midst of perhaps the most 

important biological window for humanity. Meyl, Konstantin, DNA and Cell Resonance, INDEL, Villingen-

Schwenningen, Germany, 2011, 2nd ed., p. 39 

SUGGESTION: Eliminate EMF as much as possible from your life 

 

http://www.emfscientist.org/

